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                                    Abstraet

  Adigitalobserver  is proposed  for a  linear dynamic  system  with  a  pcriodic  disturbance, The  obseryer

estimates  the system-state  with  rejecting  the effect  of  the  periodic  disturbance. A  clesign method  of  a  digital

servomechanism  is also  presented in which  the  output  tracking  to a  reference  signal  and  the disturbance

rejection  can  individually be treated.  In this case  the  reference  signal  is not  necessarily  periodic. The  relation

between the  signal  generated by the  proposed  cornpensator  and  thedisturbance  is further investigated. Simulation

results  show  the effectiveness  of  the design method,
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                               1. introduedon

    Wlien  we  apply  a  conventional  observer  to a  lmear  dynamic  system  with  a  perio(lic

disturbance, the estimated  system-state  is inevitably affected  by  the distubance. The

estimated  value  always  contains  an  estiimation  error.  Since  this case  can  be  considered

a  kind  of  estimation  problern  for a  system  with  an  unlmown  input, the  observer  proposed

for this problem')  
2)is

 available.  However,  the systems  to which  we  can  apply  the design

method  are  extremely  restricted.  Moreover,  transforming  a  conimuous-time  system  into

a discrete-time form  by  a  suitable  sampling  process,  the periodic  disturbance vector  in

the  discrete-time  system  generally  spans  the  space  of  the  same  dirnension as  that  of

state  space.  Therefore,  it is impossible  to apply  the theory  of  the unknown-input

observer  to  estimate  the system-states.  We  propose  a  digital observer  removing  the

effect  of  the  periodic disturbance  as  much  as  possible  by  turning  the periodicity  to

account.  The  theoretical evolution  is based  on  the  idea of  repetitive  control.S)  
'"i

 
2}

  We  further investigate a  digital servomechanism  disturbed by  a  perio(lic disturbance

applying  the theoretical result  obtained  for the  observer.  It is well  known  as  the

internal  rnodel  principle that output  tracking  with  no  steady-state  error  can  be attained

by  adding  the internal model  of  the  exogenous  signal  generator  in a  servomechanism.iS)

However, it is sometimes  difficult to  realize  desirable transient  petformance  if the

reference  signal  generator  is inherentiy  different from  the  disturbance generator.  We

cannot  easily  add  the internal model  of  the periodic disturbance generator  in the

servomechanism  to  reduce  the  effect.  If the internal model  of  this disturbance  generator

is added  with  that of  the reference  signal  generator, the  transient  error  can

periodically  appear  for a  long  time  whenever  the reference  signal  nonperiodically  varies.

We  consider  a  design  method  in  which  we  can  separately  treat  the output  tracking  to a
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reference  signal  and  the disturbance  rejection.  In addition,  the relation  between  the

signal  generated  by  the proposed  compensator  and  the  disturbance is discussed.

2. Diserete-time system  expression

  Consider  the following continuous-time  system:

     k[4=A,x[d+BLu[t]+DA[t] (i.a)

     y[4= qx [d (1.b)

where  x[t]EIT,  u[t]ER",  y[t]ER"  and  q[t]ER' (pin<n). q[t] is a  periodic disturbance

with  period  l.i.e.

    q[A-ij=g[t],t20 (2)

We  assume  that  the pair (A.,D.) is controllable  and  the period  l is known.

  The  fo11owing discrete･-time expression  is derived by  a  sampling  process  of  a  sampling

period  T. where  the input is assumed  constant  between  sampling  instants.

    x(i+1)=Ax(i>+Bu(D+d(D  (3.a)

    y(i)= Cjt(i) (3.b)

where

    A=exp(A,7), B=  [exp(A,1)-O A;i4, cL  q, (3.c)

and

    d(i)=XexF(A,(T-T))D.q[iT+T]dT (3.d)

The  discrete-time  system  (3) is assumed  controllable  and  observable.  Since x  (i)=x [lT]
and  y(l)=y[tT];t=O.1,2,･-･,  (3)represents the exact  dynamic  behavior of(1)at

sampling  instants. However,  since  q[t] cannot  be measured,  it is impossible  to  compute

(3.d). In addition.  the disturbance q[t] can  continuously  vary  between  sampling  instants

unlike  the  input u[t].  Therefore,  although  the dimension of  the disturbance  vector  q[t]

is smaller  than  n,d(i);i=O,1,2,,,,  generally span  an  n-dimensional  vector  space.  This

fact makes  the  perfect  disturbance-rejection  difficult in a  digital control  system.

  We  choose  the  sampling  period  such  that (a period  of  the  periodic disturbance)l(a

sampling  period)  is an  integer L. Therefore,  the relation  d(l+L)=d(i);i=O.1,2,･･･

holds. We  introduce  two  types  of  expression  of  d(t) to treat the disturbance  terrn d(t)

as  exactly  as  possible  in tlie design  procedures  proposed  in this paper.  The  first

expression  is based on  an  approximation  method.  Let g(l) be q[tT]. We  can  consider  g(i)
to be equivalently  the signal  generated  by  .the following discrete-time  system:

   Ki+1) =Pit(  i) (4.a)

   9(i) =[I,  O･･･ O],u( i) (4.b)

where  "(iJER'L  and
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(4.c)

l.ERpXP  matrix.  We  approximate  q[iT+t];  O<r<T  with  an  extrapolation

function of  q(i-i) .The  function  is given by

   g[iT+T]  2al,[iT+T]q(i-J') (s)

where  tuj[t] k-th  order  polynomial  equation  oftsuch  that

                         ,a=OJ,･･-.k

   Cil[t]                                                                           (6)

These  oi[t]  can,for  example.be  described  by  applying  the  Lagrange  form.i4)

Substituting  (5) the approximated  value  of  (3.d) is derived as  follows:

    di[i) (7)

where  AiER"X"  which  are  the  functions  of  A..D.  and  T.

 The  second  based on  the  periodicity  of  d(i) itseif. Since  d(i) is also

periodic,d  ( can  be considered  a  signal  generated  by  the  fo11owing system:

   n(i+1) (s.a)

   d(i)=Dn(D (8･b)

where  ny (i)ERL, DER""L  and

        O1  O ･- O

        O O 1

   p-=I  
'･.

 
'･.

 O

       OO  -･  O1

        1O  -･ OO

  We  cannot  generally

important  point  that

obeying  (4) and  (7) or  (8)

             3.

  We  investigate  a

we  assume  that d(i) is

ERLXL (8.c)

      know  the values  of  "(O)  in (4) and  n(O)  and  D  in (8). The

   should  be remarked  here is that d(t) can  be considered  the signal

State observer  reiecting  a  periodic  disturbarice

   digital observer  rejecting  a  periodic  disturbance.  in this section

       given by (4) and  (7). 
'Ilierefore,

 the discrete-tme system  is
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  approxirnately  described  by

                       k

     x(i+1)tysx(i>FBu(i)+2A,q(i-j)  (g)
                      j.o                         '

  We  introduce  an  observer  with  external  inputs ¢ ,(i)ER";i=O,1,･  - ･,k given by
                                  k .

     X(i+1zzi>TE(Cf(i>ty(i))+Bu(i>FE]A,e(i) ao)
                                 t'=o

  where  arERn and  EER"XM  The  estimation  error  is defined  by

     e( i) =x-(i)-x(  i) (m

  From  (9), (10) and  (11)

                           k

     4(i+ 1) =(A-Ec)(  (i)+2A,(9(i)-g(i- J')) q2)
                          j--o

    If the  ternis dy(i)ERP;i=O,1,･･･,k do  not  exist  in (12), the error  system  (12) is
  continueusly  driven  by  q(i-j);j=O.1,･ ･ ･,k.  We  now  investigate  how  to generate  4ti(l) to

  eliminate  q(i-i);i---O,1.･･･,k from (12). We  introduce  HERPX"  whose  details will  be

  explained  later. At  present  it is assumed  that HC  is of full rank  and  (HC,A) is an

  observable  pair. Let's  define

     !pr(i) =H(cr(  i)-y(i)) ERp  (13)

  equivalentiy  ･

     V(i),=HCg(i) (14)

  Equations  {12) and  (14) are  considered  the error  system  with  the output  th(i) representing

  the dynamic  behavior of  the estimation  error.

    We  now  add  the  following dynamic  systern  in the  above  observer.

      w(i'+1)=P,,<i)-Fvr(i)  (1s.a)

      e(i)=,`ti.,(i) ;j=OJ"･･  ,k  (ls.b)

  where

     n<i)  =[wT(i)  w;  (i) ･･･ w,'(i)]T  ERPL  (ls.c)

  and

     FL[IiT aj ,..Il  ]T ERpLxp  (Is.d)

  P  in (15.a) has  akeady  been  defined  by  <4.c). Consequently, the digital observer  proposed

  here is shown  by (10), (13) and  (15). From  (12), (l4) and  (15)

     [SiF(i:111 .[
A-E-ScC 

Ao
 
Aip ･･Ak

 wt#12]-[Ao
 
Ai6 ･･Ak

 
clQ(i) (16)

  By  defining

                                                                  NII-Electronic  Mbrary  
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    4(i)=w(i)-q(i) (17)

we  obtain

    e[;++l:.[A-F
-

HEcC 
AoAip 'Akli[ it:

 (is)

Therefore, if (18) is stable.  e(l).O can  be  attained  at  i.eo,  i.e. Ml).x(t) at  i-roo.

This  means  that the  system-state  is estimated  with  rejecting  the periodic  disturbance  by

the  proposed  observer.  However,  since  the  periodic disturbance  (3.d) has  been  approxinrated

by  M, the estimation  accuracy  depends  on  the degree of  this approxinvation.  The  sarnpling

period  T  and  the order  k  of  the  extrapolation  function  arethe  factors that  we  can

adjust  to improve  the  degree  of  the approximation.

  Let's investigate the stability  of  (18). We  repTesent  E  as

    E=  E6 +EH  (19)

where  EoER"XM  and  EERnXP.  We  can  write  the  coeiificient  matrix  of  (18) as  follows:

   ts AoAip ''AkC]-[N[Hc o] (2o)

where  71J=A-EoC. Since the system  (3) is observerble,  we  can  choose  Eo  such  that

{Xi}n{Xi}=ip and  Xi;i=O,1,+･･,n are  distinct, where  {Xi} is the  set  of  the zeros

of  1-zL=O  and  {Ari} the  set  of  the  eigenvalues  of  Ji[. Therefore.  it is found  that  if

and  only  if

   ([Hc o],[
A-

o
 

Ao
 
A'P ''Ak

 aj) (2i)

is an  observable  pair, the eigenvalues  of  (20) can  be arbitrarily  asigned  by suitable

design of  [E' F']'. Consequentiy,  there is H  satisfYing  (21) if and  only  if

               k

       A-zl  2AJz'
   ra
              J'--O

         c o

or  equivalently

=n+p  for al1zE{A･,}

the zeros  of  a  system  {[C O]

Ao

io

Aoo

io

Al 
･･-

 Ak-t

I O
 po

 
'･.

    
':

 I
          P

-･ o

B. [See

A,oIoIp

}A  {4} =l

(22)

(23)

where  the notation  {C, A,  B}  denotes the  output  matrix  C, the system

coefEicient  matrix  A  and  the input  Appendix  A] If the  above  condition

is valid  foragiven  system,  we  can  satisfying  (21) (or equivalently  (A 3)

and  (A 4) in Appendix  A)  because  almost  all  p  Xm  constant  matrices  are  such  ones.

  If' the  disturbance q[t] is approximated  by  a  step-wise  function  that is constant
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between  sampling  instants.i.e. d (l)=Aoq(l),the condition  (22) will  be shown  as  follows:

   rank[
A-

cZL 
Aoo]=n+p

 foranzE{k}  (24)

This result  means  that the zeros  oi  the  transfer  function  matrix  between  the disturbance

q(i) and  the  output  y(;)  dces not  eontain  any  z  E{X  i}.

                4. Disturbance rejection  in a  serv(miechaniam

   In this  section,  we  investigate a  design  method  of  a  servomechanism  whose  output

tracks a  reference  signal  with  no  steady-state  error.  together  with  the effective

rejection  of  the  periodic  disturbance. Let r(t)EIR"  be the  reference  signal  that  is

not  necessarily  periodic.  We  introduce  the  following compensator  to  realize  the output

tracking  to  the reference  signal  with no  steady-state  error  in case  of  no  periodic

disturbance.

  v(i+1)=A,Ev(i>-,-B,(,<i>Y(D)  (2s)

where  v(i)ER"  .A.ER"  
X"

 and  B.ER"  
X".

 This  compensator  includes  the  internal

model  of  the  reference  signal  generator.  By  choosing  the input  u<l)  as

   u(D=Gv(i)-FKx(i)  (26)

where  GER"Xn  and  KE!R"Xn, the  total system  is given by

   x(i+1)=(ttl+BK)x(i)+BGv(D  (27.a)

   v(i+1)==B,(  x(D-i-A,v(i)+B!(D  (27.b)

   y(i)=C:x(D (27.c)

under  the assumptions  of  d  (l)=O and  direct measurement  of  the state.  It is assumed  that

G  and  K  are  deterrnined  so  that the total system  is stable.  The  control  law  stated

above  is well  known  as  a  basic design method  to obtain  the output  tracking to r (i) with
no  steady-state  error.  If there  is a  periodic disturbance  d(t), y(i)  is inevitably

affected  by  d(l) since  d(l) generally  spans  an  n-dimensional  vector  space  as  explained

in g2. Nthough  7(i) estimated  by  the observer  derived  in the previous  section  is used,

this  effect  cannot  be removed  from  y(t)  because x(i)  itself is affected  by  d(t). A

method  to reject  the effect  is to add  not  only  the internal model  of  the reference

signal  generator  but also that of  the  periodic disturbance  generator  
'in(25).

 However.  in

this  case  the  transient error  caused  by  a  nonperiodic  reference  signalcan  periodically

appear  for a long  time. To  avoid  this situation,  a  new  compensation  scheme  is

inve$tigated  by  applying  the result  obtained  in the previous  section.

  We  now  introduce  the fbllowing observer-type  compensator:  
･

   Ki'HPAi(iME(oui)tuti))+Buti)+Bipe(i) (28)
                                                               '

where  7(i)ER"  and  EERnX".  We  choose  u(i)  as
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   u(i)=Gv(i)+Kf(i)-ip,(i)  
(29)

¢ ,(i)ER"  jn  (28) and  (29), which  is discussed  later, is an  external  input  introduced

to reject  the  periodic disturbance. Let

  g(i)=I(i)-x(DEW (3o,a>

and

  !u(i)=ci(i)-y(DER" (3o.b)

Therefore.  the  fo11owing relation  holds.

  C(i+1)=(A-EC)C(i>d(D+B%(D (31.a)

   IM(D=Ce(D  (31.b)

   On  the other  hand,  from  (3).(25).(28),(29) and  (30)

   i(i+1)=(A+BK)S(D+BGv(i)-ECg(D (32.a)

  V(i+1)=-B.Cf(i}+Ay(i)+B,ru)+,B,cg(o  (32･b)

                                                                         (32Tc)
  y(i)=cx(i)-ce(D

   Consequentiy.  the  total  system  is described by  (31) and  (32). We  can  see  that if C6(i)

.O  (i--x)o) is realized  in (32), the  effect  of  the  periodic disturbance  can  gradually be

zeroed  in (32). If (32) is stable,  (32) finally behaves as  the  ideal servomechanism  (27)
whose  output  y(i)  tracks the reference  signal  with  no  steady-state  error  although the

controlled  system  is disturbed  by  the  periodic  disturbance. The  stability  of  (32) is

always  guaranteed  by  suitable  design of  G  and  K.

  
'Ihe

 remajning  problem  is to derive a  compensation  scheme  attaining  Ce(i).O  (i-roo).

Since d(i)  generally  varies  in an  n-dimensional  vector  space,  it is evident  that  e(i).O

(i-Kn) cannot  be realized  whatever  we  choose  in (31). We  use  the  same  dynamic  system  as

(15), where  we  choose  k=O  and  alteT  integer p into m.  We  add  this system  in <28).
Therefore.the  observer-type  compensator  is augmented  by  this addition.  From  (15) and  (31).

   [f,1',".,1.[A-'.E.C
 
B,9IfiIf,1'3]+[

'

8pt]dii) (33a)

    v(i)=[c o][#((II] (33b)

It is easily  derived that (33) can  be stabilized  by  suitable  design of  E  and  F  if and

only  if

   rank[
A
 
-

cZL g] =n+m  for ali ze{z,}  (34)

It is assumed  that the  system  satisfies  this  coRdition.  We  now  use  (8) as  the generator

of  the periodic disturbance  d (i) in this section.  Then,  from  (8) and  (33)

NII-Electronic  
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     P

     o

4(i)w(i)n(i)

-DoP- e(i)w(i)n(i)
(35.a)

(35.b)

If (33) is stable,  the  unstable  modes  of  (35.a) come  from  the eigeirvalues  of  P. However,
wecan  show  that the  modes  corresponding  to  these  eigenvalues  {Xt} are  unobservable.  [See
Appendix  B] TherefOre, we  can  see  that if (33) is stable.  ip(i)=Ce(i).O (i-,eo) caii  be
attained.

   5. Signals generated  by the  observer-type  compensator  in steady  state

    lhe  servomechanism  derived  in the previous  section  works  with the desirable

perfOrmance:  output  tracking  and  periodic-disturbance  rejection.  in this  section.  the

steady-state  value  of  ipa(t) that directiy relates  to  the  elimination  of  the periodic
disturbance is considered.

   From  (31)

     vt(z)=C(zl-A+EC)-i(Bip,(z)-d(z)) (36)

where  th(z).¢ o(z)  and  d(z)  are  the z-transform  of  the  sequences  {th(i)},{¢ o(i)}

and  {d (i)}. Equation  (36) is further described  as

     N(z)vf(z)=M(z)%(z)-ISa(z)d(z)  (37)

where  N(z)ER-X"[z],  M(z)ER"X'[z]  and  M(z)ERn"-[z]. We  can  choose  N(z)

and  M(z)  such  that they  are  relatively  left prime  and  M(z)  is row  proper. M(z)  and

M(z) have the fo11owing forms:

    M(z)=M,z'+M,z"-'+･･･+M,  (38.a)

    IQ(z)=2Qoz"-i+thiz"-2+･･･+lsa.-i (38･b)

where  MtER"X";  i==O,1.,,,, and  MtER"X"; i=O.1.･･･.n-1  and  v(Sn-1)  is the  maximum

integer such  that MeSO.

  We  define the  signal  sequences  included  in a  repetitive  pen'od  L  as  the following

vectors:

   di,(i)A-[ip,r(i-1) q,T(i-2) ...  ¢ ,T(i.L)]'ERmL
 (3g.a)

   A(i)A[d'(i-1) d'(i-2)  ...  dT(i-L)]'ERnL  
'
 (39･b)

where･  iZL.  Once  th(l)=O is attained  at  i.co  as  mentioned  in the previous  section.  the
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following  relation  holds.

    M ¢
,(
 i) =  }elA( i)

where  MER"LXML  and  1taER"L""L  are  given by

         M,  M,  M,  
･･･

 M.  OO  
･･･

 o

          O M,  M,  M,  
･･･

 ML  O 
･･･

 o

          O O M,  M,  M,  
･･･

 M.  
･･･

 O

                              l･
     M=  

.

                              :

          ･･･  M,  o  o 
･･･

 O M,  M, M,

         M,  ･･･  M,  O O 
･･･

 O M,  M,

         M,  M,  
･･･

 M.  O O 
･･･

 O M,

and

      A A A

      M)i-･v-i Mn-  
'''

 Mn-i O 
'''

 O
      A A -  A

     Mn-v-2 Mn-v-i Mn-v '"
 Mn-i O 

'''

      A  I- A A A

      MA-v-3 Mn-v-2 Mn-v-i Mn-v  
'''

 Mn-i O

                                     :

M=  
'

                                     I

       ･･･  o ･･･ o ab, n, ･･･

               A  A -L

       '''  M.-i O 
'''

 O Mo  Mi
       - A A

      Mn-v  "'  Mn-1 O 
'''

 O Mo

Therefore.  we  finaly obtain

   O,(i) =  M-irQtzs( i)

if M  is nonsingtilar.  It is fourid that ¢ o(i)  is uniquely

the periodic disturbance  in steady  state.  If D,=B.  and

between  sampling  instants, i.e. d(i)=Bq[iT],  ipo(i)=g[i

this case,  dio(i) is the  estimation  value  of  the periodic

sufficient  condition  for the  nonsingularity  of  M  is

condition  (34)

                            6. Simulation results

AMoo---

 AMnrv-t

  
･:･

M,

L"
Moo

9

(40.a)

(40.b)

 AMn-v-2

  ---

  ---

IQ'n -v IQ'n -v +1
arrr-'

 tt.:-"-,1

                                                            (40.c)

                                                              (41)

                                       determined  as  a  function  of

                                      q[t] can  be  assumed  constant

                                       T] holds  in steady  state.  in

                                     disturbance. The  necessary  and

                                       equivalent  to the existence

of  the  obser'ver-type  compensator.  [See Appendix  C]

  Consider  the system  shown  in  Fig.1, in which  two  carts  are  coupled  by  a  spring  and  a

damper. The  carts  can  travel on  the fioor that periodically  moves  right  and  left. We

NII-Electronic  Mbrary  
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  assume  that slip does not  occur  between  the w

  by

                                                                o o

      S2h-KelMt  
-(Do+Di)/Mi

 Ke/Mi  -Do/Mi  Xi O                                                                      D,/M,

      ig- O O O 1 x,+OU+  O

      S Ko/M2  Do/ag  
-Ko/M2

 "(Do+D2)/M2  X4                                                                      D,  /M,
     yi=xi  and  y,rxs  (42)

  where  xi  and  xt  are  the position  andthe  velocity  of  the  left cart,  xs  and  x4  those

  of  the right cart,h  the  position of  the fioor and  uthe  control  input force. The  values

                                ･ of  the parameters  are  grven  as  the mass

                    
h

 Mi=4  and  Ms=2(kg),the  vrscous  friction

            YI
                       D.  O.3

                 M,  M,  gO.2
                                           ¢

-
                Dt Ke Di                                            O.1

                                             o

  1

9'o
 -1

floor "

  Fig. 1 T"ro carts  coupled  by a  spring  :nd

          a  damper on  a  moving  fioor

heels and  the floor. '[his

 system  is modeled

  1

?to
 -1

h

        Tirne(sec}

Eg.2  Mevement  of  the flooT

                  Timc(sec>15 
20
 

25
 10Time(sec)l5

                   (=) (b}
                         Hg.3  TXwo patterns of  positien rtference  signals

coefficients  Do=10, Di=20  and  D2=10(Nslm)  and  the spring  constant

purpose  is to contro]  the force so  that the left cart  (position yi)  tracks the

reference-signal  r  as  precisely  as  possible under  the circumstances  that the
shaked  by  the  moving  floor. The  floor moves  as  shown  in Fig.2. Two

position reference-signals  given in Fig.3 have  been adopted.  We  have  chosen  the

period  O.05(sec). To  realize  output  tracking  with  no  steady-state  error  to the

reference-signal  of  a  step  function. a  compensator  : v(t+1)  :v(i

correspondmg  to (25) has  been  introduced. The  feedback gain  matrices  G  and

have been  determined so  that  the poles of  the setvomechanism  are  assigned  at

O.78. 0.79 and  O.80. We  have chosen  the gain  matrices  E  in (8) and  F  in
                                 e  -e

that the performance  index  J =lo3  ×Zv2(i)+ 2ip,2(i) is minimized.
                                i.o ito

that the infiuence of' the  moving  floor is graduany  rejected  and  the  same

tracking  property  as  that  of  the  ideal servomechanism  is finally realized.

as

Ko=100(N/m).  The

          position

         carts  are

   patterns  of  the

         sampling

          position

   )+(r(i)-y(l))

         K  in (6)
        O.76. 0.77,

       (13.b) such

Fig4  and  Fig.5 show

           output
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  1?,v"o-

 -1

            Tirne(sec)

(a) Corrventional servomechanism

    without thc  periodic disturbarbce

A,sA-1o-1

  1:"os

 -1

Digital Observers and  Servomechanisrns11

          Time(sec)

<a) Conyentional  servornechanism

    without the  periodic disturbance

  1?,v-OA

 -1

  1:t'oaj-

 -1

                   15 20O 5 10
              Time{sec)

  (b) Convenrional scrvomcchanism

       with the  pcriodic disturbance

               Tirne(see)

   <c) Proposed  sevomechanism

         with  rhe  periedic disturbance

Fig,4  Output patterns to the refercnce  in Hg.3(a)

as

-tgh-1o-1

           Time(sec>

(b) Conventional servomech=ttism
     with the  periodic disturbancc

               Time(sec)

   (c) 
'Proposed

 sevomcchapism

         with  the  periodic disturbance

Hg.5  Output  patterns to  the  referencc  in Hg.3<b)

7. Conclusions

   We  have  investigated digital observers  and  servomechanisms  rejecting  periodic

disturbances. 
'Iheir

 own  characteristics  required  as  observers  and  servomechanisms:  state

estimation  and  output  tracking  are  not  affected  by  the disturbance rejection.  We  can

arbitrarily  specify  the rates  of  convergence  of  the estimation  errors  and  trackmg

errors  caused  by  the periodic disturbances. The  order  of  the  observer  is the  sum  of

orders  of  the  system  and  the  disturbance generator.  The  observer-type  compensator

introduced  i'n the servomechanism  has  also  the  same  order.  If there  .is no  periodic

distubance. the  dynamic  behavior of  the observer  and  the  servomechanism  is abs61utely

identical with  that of  conventional  ones.

Appendix  A

The  observability  of  (21) can  be confirmed  by

A-'--zL Ae Ai 
'''

 Ak O

  o P-zh,

 HC  O

=n+(L+1)p
(A 1)
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  for all  zEl{{XdU{A2}}.  By  using  the

   (A 1) is simplified  as  follows:
                k

       A--z4  2Ajz'
                J'--o

         O I, -z-LI

        HC  O

for all  zE{{XdU{il}}.

   rank  [A'fiSL] =  n

since  rank(l.-zLl.)=p

p=n+p

elementary  column  and  rowoperations,

(A 2) can  further be simplified  as  follows:

for all  z  E{M},i.e. the  pair (HC,Jl[) is ob$ervable

  for all z  6{AS}  and

               k

       A--zl  2A,z'
              jg)
         HC  O

since  l)-zLIp=O  for all

iZ[']=rank[C',AT]. there

there  is H  satis'fying  (A
equivalent  to (22).

=n+p
 for al1z E{,2,,}

 zG{Xt}.  Since the pair (C,A) is observable

is always  H  satisfying  (A 3). Consequently.  we

 4) if and  only  if (22) is valid.  It is evident

                               Appendix  B

  Note  that (34) is satisfied  and  Xt;i=1,2,･t.,L are  distinct

of  1 -  z  
L=O.

 ff the mode  corresponding  to z  E{Xi} is observable,

A  
--
 EC  

-zL

   -FC

    o

    C

BOP-Z1]nL

  o

  o

 -D

  op--zh

  o

=n+(m+1)L

since

condition

(A 2)

(A 3)

      (A 4)

and  rank[C'.

can  see  that

 that  (23) is

they  are  thezeros

(A 5)

for this z  Transforrning the above  matrix  by  the elementary  row  and  colum  operations.

the condition  is equivalently  shown  as  follows:

where

A-zL

  C

  o

  o

  o

I.

D=[DiDs'''Dt]

B

o-zLI

    moo

 . Since

  L-;

£Dizi-1

 
i#i

 o

   o

  1-zL

   O I

 lm-zLIt=O

  o

  o

  o

  o

(m+1) ¢
-1)

and

=n+(m+1)L

1-zL=O  forthis  z.  (A 6) is not

(A 6>

valid.
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i.e. the  rank  is n+(m+1)L-1.  Therefore.  we  can  see  that  this  mode  is not  observable.

                                  Appendix  C

    Let v`  be  the  highest  degree occurring  among  the elernents  in the  lth  row  of  M(z).

Therefore.  v  =max{  v  t}.  We  further define
              `

   ff(z)=MozV+M,z'"i+･･･+it (A7)

,
 which  is described  by

   M(z)=diag[z"-"i z""i  ･･･ z"""]M(z)  (A 8)

where  M,ER"X"; i=O,1,･･･.v.  Since  Mo  is nonsingular.  we  assume  that  Mo=I.  . This

can  always be satisfied  by premultiplying  both sides  of  (37) by  a  suitable  unimodular

matrix･

   
'rhe

 coprirneness  of  detM(z)  and  zL-1  is equivalent  to the condition  (34). As  seen

from  the definition of  M(z),  the  coprimeness  of  dethf(z)  and  zL-1  is also equivalent

to that of  detM(z)  and  zL-l.Tlie  necessary  and  sufficient  condition  of  the coprirneness

of  detM(z)  and  zt-1  is that

r.
e

.C

L
is

M

L

 oo

o

o

o

M,M-o

oIm

---

  nonsingulari5)

               M

    l. O 
･･･

 
-･･

 O -I.

     o I. o  
･･･

 
･･･

 o

                        I
     O ･-  OI  O ･-  ･-

                m

by  the elementary  r(M)v operations.  where

- -
Mi  

･-
 ML  O -･  ･- o

Mi M-2 ･･･  AiL o ...  ... o
               I

               l･
                   - -
'"

 
'''

 O Mo  Mi  M2 ''' M.

     
･･･

 
･･･

 O 
-I.

 O ･･･ o

O ･･･
 

･･･
 o nr.  o ･-

               l
O I. O ･･･ ･･･  o-I

                                        m

. (A 9) is transformed  into the following fOrm:

o-I

  nt

O,"LxmV･-

 oo
 -･

O -I
      nt

ERm{L+v)Xm(L+v)  (Ag)

(A 10.a)
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M=

Mooo

:-l.:.
M,M,

M,'
M'oo

M-,M,M-o:-[.:.
M,M-,

M-. oo

'"  M-. O

M-2 "' M-v

  only  if M  is

Mv

:"
M,ll---

oo

oM-v---

o---

o

ooMd-v

M'oo

 ---

-----･----

M,M-oo

Therefore,  if and  nonsingular.  so  is (A

(40.b)by interchanging  rows  of  M. Consequently,

of  M  is equivalent  to  the  condition  (34).

ooo

M,MM-o

ERntbQntL (A 10.b)

10.a). We  can  derive M  defined  by

it is found  that the nonsingularity
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